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ABSTRACT 

Serious games following the ideas of Digital Game Based Learning by Marc Prensky 

mainly focus on designing a learning system which feels like a real game while also 

teaching learning objectives. These games utilize intrinsic motivation, influencing 

learning effects positively. Previous studies and evaluations identified a demand for 

a more modular and streamlined framework. Such a framework should provide 

independence between knowledge domain (mainly content for learning objectives) 

and the game itself (mainly game mechanics and game loop). Implementing standards 

will enable incorporating multi-faceted knowledge domains of third-party learning 

systems. This paper reviews state-of-the-art methods and technologies that enable 

learning systems to invoke and communicate with other external learning systems. In 

the second step, the methods and technologies are discussed. Based on the discussion, 

a conceptual design and a system architecture is presented. The paper concludes with 

recommendations for future work. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Serious Games are a vital part of technology enhanced learning and the global mar-

ket is continuously growing (Sonawane, 2017). When a learner is intrinsically 

motivated, the learning success is generally increased (Krapp et al., 1993), thus a 

learning system should support the learner achieving this. Serious Games leverage 

the natural intrinsic motivation of playing a game by incorporating learning objectives 

within the game. Concepts like Digital Game Based Learning (DGBL) (Prensky, 

2007) and Immersive Didactics (Bopp, 2006) achieve this by creating a learning 

environment which feels like an entertainment game, pulling players into a state of 

peaked intrinsic motivation. Hence, players complete learning objectives while 

enjoying the activity of playing the game itself, leading to an increased learning 

success.  

The serious game Lost Earth 2307 was developed for teaching on how to analyze 

aerial and satellite images and on how to formally report on identified objects by 

using specific terms. Previous studies and evaluations of the game identified a 

demand on a more modular and streamlined framework (Atorf et al., 2020). The game 

should not only support learners but also assist teachers and authors when creating 

and altering content for the game. Especially teachers are interested in adapting 

content for a current lesson. 

When creating such a proposed modular serious game framework, it should still 

endorse the ideas of DGBL and Immersive Didactics. Thus, provide the possibility to 

create an entertaining serious game. As teachers and authors generally are not game 

designers, the framework should not force them to change or adjust game mechanics. 

Therefore, the creation of learning content is vastly independent from the engaging 

game loop of the framework. In addition, the framework should provide the 

possibility to produce a serious game for arbitrary knowledge domains. This means 

the serious game framework derived from Lost Earth 2307 needs to allow generating 

content for other knowledge domains than remote sensing. Often content is already 

available within other third party learning systems. Ideally this content is reutilized 

within the game with low integration costs for authors using the serious game 

framework.  

These proposed features lead to demands on the overall technical architecture of the 

framework. This paper focuses on finding a technical concept of integrating learning 

content from third party learning systems into a serious game framework, using state-

of-the-art methods and technologies. 
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STATE OF THE ART 

There are several organizations, e.g., IEEE, IMS, ADL and others that have been 

developing e-learning interoperability standards and specifications (Bakhouyi et al., 

2017). The existing standards and specifications address different aspects of e-

learning interoperability and can be divided into categories, for example (Abdullah 

and Ali, 2016): Content Communication, Metadata, Content Packaging, Learner 

Profile, and Learner Registration.  

This chapter describes the standards and specifications that could be applied to 

the concept. One of the well-known standards is the Sharable Content Object 

Reference Model (SCORM) (Poltrack et al., 2012), which evolved into Tin Can API 

and eventually led to the development of Experience Application Programming 

Interface (xAPI).  

xAPI is a data and interface standard that allows software applications 

implementing this standard to record and relay data about user performance along 

with associated contextual information. It can be used to track and store data about 

any conceivable activity using statements. xAPI statements are the structured data 

about a learning experience. A basic xAPI statement contains data about the actor 

(e.g., learner), verb (e.g., passed), and object (e.g., test). It can also be more complex 

and include contextual information such as timestamp and issuing institution, as well 

as additional information including results and other contextual information. The 

statements can be persisted in a Learning Record Store (LRS), where they can be 

retrieved by other applications and used for learning analytics, for example (Lim, 

2015). xAPI uses the JSON data format and RESTful web-service APIs and was 

being formally standardized by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

(IEEE) in 2020 (IMS LTI 1.3, 2021).  

The Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) (LTI Advantage, 2021), a IMS Global 

Learning Consortium standard, prescribes a way to securely connect learning 

applications and tools with learning platforms. The current version, called LTI 

Advantage, includes the core LTI (Version 1.3) and a package of three extensions 

that aim to enable faster setup and configuration, improve user functionality, and 

enhance security to protect student data. Essentially, the LTI standard enables a 

secure exchange of information between a learning system and an external learning 

tool. The information exchanged between the learning system and the external tool 

includes course information and user identity. It supports Single-Sign-On (SSO), thus 

learners can navigate seamlessly from one learning tool to the other without having 

to log into each one. Using deep linking, it is possible to integrate learning content 

from external tools directly into the corresponding learning system.  

IMS Caliper Analytics (CA) (Manzoor, 2019) enables institutions to collect 

learning data from digital resources to better understand and visualize learning 

activity and product usage data. CA defines a number of metric profiles, each of 

which models a learning activity or a supporting activity that helps facilitate learning. 

Each profile provides a domain-specific set of terms and concepts that application 

designers and developers can draw upon to describe common user interactions in a 
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consistent manner using a shared vocabulary. In a way, CA solves a similar problem 

as xAPI. In the case of CA, however, more community cooperation is required to 

define the vocabulary (Experience API and Caliper Discovery, 2021), for example.  

Standards such as the IMS Question and Test Interoperability (QTI) specification 

(Question and Test Interoperability 2021, Lay 2004) focus on the interchange and 

storage of assessment content. QTI enables the exchange of questions and test items 

between learning systems. It mainly describes a data model for the representation of 

questions and tests and their corresponding result reports that makes the interchange 

of information between systems possible. The model is defined in a standard data 

format (eXtensible Markup Language (XML)). QTI can describe simple to complex 

test structures, with any number of test parts and sections, including regulation of 

access or timing to each of the parts of an assessment. 

Some standards combine several aspects of other standards. One such standard is 

IMS Common Cartridge (CC). It is based on SCORM and is a packaging standard for 

content that aims to simplify exchanges between learning systems, in particular to 

offer a standardized way (Common Cartridge, 2021): 

• to package and exchange digital learning materials and assessments 

• to import and export course materials to and from a learning system, portal, 

learning object repository or other learning platform 

• to exchange links and provide authorization to third party web-based 

learning tools via LTI 

CC uses a subset of Learning Object Metadata (LOM), known as Dublin Core 

Metadata (Barbone and Rifón, 2010) to manage learning objects. Learning objects 

(Raj and Renumol, 2019) can be digital or non-digital entities that can be described 

by metadata.  

LOM (IEEE 1484.12.1-2020, 2020) is an IEEE standard. It describes metatags for 

representing metadata and specifies a conceptual data schema that defines the 

structure of a metadata instance for a learning object. Regardless of whether it is used 

for learning, education, or training; a metadata instance for a learning object describes 

relevant characteristics of the learning object to which it applies. A metadata instance 

for a learning object can be used by a learning system to manage, locate, evaluate, or 

exchange learning objects.  

The standards and specifications described in this section are a subset of the total 

available standards and specifications. Some of them can be used directly in the next 

phase of the serious game framework development. Others may only become relevant 

in subsequent steps.  

APPROACH 

The goal of this approach is to provide learning content of arbitrary sources to 

target groups of learning systems. A knowledge domain independent serious game 

framework, leveraging learning outcome in intrinsically motivating context (as 

explained in INTRODUCTION) conveys the learning content to the user. 
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Provisioning of this content could either be achieved by content or system 

interoperability. Because of the inherent cost of exporting and parsing content, this 

approach favors system above content interoperability by implementing established 

standards like LTI for system interlinking and xAPI for usage tracking and learning 

analytics, both introduced in STATE OF THE ART. 

 

Figure 1. LTI 1.3 & LTI Advantage specification (IMS LTI 1.3, 2021) 

 

 

Figure 2. Domain-independent Knowledge-Integration System Architecture 
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By implementing LTI platform and tool paradigms, standard communication 

interfaces are used to call content on the providing system (i.e. Learning Management 

Systems like Moodle (LTI and Moodle, 2017) or edX (LTI Component, 2021)) to be 

rendered in on the receiving system (i.e. Serious Game) via deep linking, instead of 

being exported and reimported/parsed. 

LTI consists of multiple components: the core component, providing connection and 

security related features and optional components, providing additional features. User 

and content metadata exchange (exercise results, grades) is either made feasible by 

using the LTI Advantage extension, which provides a minimal feature set for 

metadata exchange (see Figure 1) or alternatively by sending xAPI's actor-verb-

activity triplets to a data store for more elaborate learning analytics, which in turn 

could provide higher level input to the Serious Game (see Figure 2). 

Further communication between tools and platforms is facilitated either through 

messages (indirect, browser mediated) or services (direct, not mediated) and may 

consist of a number of mandatory fields, as well as optional fields for custom logic 

(i.e. key-value pairs, variables, properties), concluding the system architecture of the 

domain-independent, knowledge integrating approach. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The motivation for this paper is to take the current serious game framework to the 

next level of development. The primary goal is to extend the framework with a fea-

ture that allows learning content already available in other third-party learning 

systems to be included with the lowest possible integration cost for authors. For this 

purpose, standards and specifications are examined that can be used for the realization 

of the intended feature. Some of the standards and specifications described, especially 

LTI and xAPI, will be used directly in the next phase of serious game framework 

development. Others, such as QTI and CA, may not become relevant until later in 

development. 

In future work, the approach presented in this paper will be implemented with a small 

number of learning systems providing learning content. This includes investigating 

available LRS in order to be able to implement extended activity tracking and 

analytics.  
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